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BA HIGHLIFE
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“With industrial-edged surfaces,
exposed fixtures and raw wood,
Generator seamlessly fits into the
cultural vibe of real Berlin”
BA HIGHLIFE
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ELLE UK
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“If Soho House did hostels, they would
look like this… You get boutique
standards at hostel prices.”
ELLE UK
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BOUTIQUE HOTELIER
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“JOSH WYATT AND CARL MICHEL ARE REDEFINING
THE HOSTEL THE CONCEPT WITH €300M BEHIND
THEM, THEY’RE TARGETING 10,000 BEDS IN 15
COUNTRIES BY THE END OF 2015”
BOUTIQUE HOTELIER
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RED
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“GUESTS ENJOY QUIRKY INTERIORS WITH
LOUNGES, BARS AND INTERNET HOT
SPOTS”
RED
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EL VIAJERO IN EL PAIS

ELLE DECOR ITALY
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THE GUARDIAN
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“A basic reimagined for the 21st
century – a hostel fit for a new
generation of travellers”
THE GUARDIAN
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STYLIST
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“Our room is pure boutique territory:
timber beams marshmallow –soft
bedding, posh toiletries…”
STYLIST
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WALL STREET JOURNAL
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WASHINGTON POST
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“Generator – the Virgin America of
lodging –“
WASHINGTON POST
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VOGUE PARIS
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“THIS BOUTIQUE HOSTEL LOOKS MORE LIKE A
THREE-STAR HOTEL AND PROVES YOU DON’T NEED
TO PAY THE EARTH FOR A PLACE TO LAY YOUR
HEAD IN LONDON.”
VOGUE PARIS
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FOX NEWS ONLINE

PARIS MATCH
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GRAZIA GERMANY
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Design : DesignAgency

The restyled <Generator London> updates the original flagship of the growing chain of

diverse social and intimate spaces. The design layers spaces, experiences and styles,

urban design hostels with Generator’s signature energy and a distinctly modern flare.

while also aiming to form a cohesive interior that will invite, entertain and encourage

Located in a former police station in Russell Square, the interiors were refurbished to

travelers to make connections, relax, party, hang out and feel as though they have a

industrial design, branding and digital design expertise. They embrace the full spectrum of design typologies and

express the dynamism of London’s bustling streets. The new design concept plays with

comfortable home away from home. <Generator London> is the essence of this new

remain open to innovative ideas, technologies, and new creative design approaches that will enable them to bring

bold graphics, rich patterns, and British cultural icons to convey the spirit of London’s

brand of hostels, with industrial, classic, modern, graphic, mod design styles and a

streets, weaving strands of history, culture and styles within <Generator London>’s

subtle homage to the history of London and its local flavor.

Design : DesignAgency Local project architect : ORBIT Lighting designer : FD Creative Art consultancy :

DesignAgency : DesignAgency is an award-winning Toronto based design consultancy. Managed by partners and

Acrylicize Client : Generator / Patron Capital Location : 37 Tavistock Pl, London WC1H 9SE, UK Built area :

longtime friends Allen Chan, Matt Davis and Anwar Mekhayech, the studio unites architectural, interior design,

6,000m2 Completion : March 2014 Photographer : Nikolas Koenig Editorial designer : Baik Mina Editor :
Kim Jayoung

the best solutions forward to their clients.

Text offer : DesignAgency

Metal frame and oSB wood pods create a cluster of seating arrangements in the canteen area
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Design : Ester Bruzkus Architects + DesignAgency + WAF Architects

artist Sebastian Preschoux’s whimsical and geometric

Generator’s quickly expanding chain of distinctive and

string drawings that hang from the snaking exposed

eclectic urban design hostels. This hostel transforms

pipes and electrical conduits. Preschoux’s surprisingly

two 19th century office buildings with the artistic

decorative optical abstraction transports visitors from

character of Berlin’s streetscapes and the variety

the outside world. The canteen and adjacent library

of experiences they offer. Emphasizing the brand’s

impart the themes of sociability and flexibility that are

collaborative spirit, Ester Bruzkus, from Ester Bruzkus

of primary importance to Generator. British artist Luke

Architects, was invited to lead the design team.

Embden’s mural wraps the canteen with his colorful

Working together, Bruzkus, Mark Asipowicz from

caricature of Berlin, drawn in response to an artist

WAF Architects and Generator’s design lead, Anwar

residency at Generator. And the cozy couches in the

Mekhayech, with his Toronto based DesignAgency,

adjacent library create the perfect setting for travelers

infused the project with a dynamic character. Guests

to chill out and share stories from their adventures.

enter through Generator’s historic courtyard, past

The theatrically dark bar, lined with black walls and

Bella Leonard’s wire embroidered stainless steel

raw copper panels and playfully lit with recycled fire

‘G’ sculpture, and are welcomed into Generator’s

extinguisher tubes by Castor and car headlights by

vibrant communal spaces, including a social cafe

PSLAB, creates a dramatic stage set for illusion and

and canteen, a chill-out library, a bar and a cool,

fantasy. In the dramatic & spacious corridors, famed

subterranean, skylit gallery and event space. The cafe

Berlin street artist Theirry Noir created 3m high

and reception are organized by a layer of wood boards

faces, color coded for each floor, reminiscent of his

punctured by a horizontal line of wooden pegs for both

poetic murals on the Berlin wall. These lead to a wide

function and display, predictability and playfulness.

selection of room options that carry through design

The wood walls merge with seating platforms from

themes from the social areas reinterpreted in a basic

which to see and be seen. Denim, neon pink and

and quiet manner. In addition to dorms, there are

orange upholstered cubes provide flexible seating and

twins-all with en suite bathroom facilities.

inject liveliness. The white walls above the pristine

Text offer : DesignAgency

bob

<Generator Berlin Mitte> is the newest location in

035

Daytime canteen having casual artistic feeling

Corian cafe counter serve as a backdrop for French
Design : Ester Bruzkus / Ester Bruzkus Architects + DesignAgency Local project architect : Mark
Asipowicz / WAF Architects Location : Oranienburger Straße 65, 10117 Berlin, Germany Built area :
5,500m2 Completion : October 2013 Photographer : Nikolas Koenig Editorial designer : Baik Mina
Editor : Park Minsun
DesignAgency : DesignAgency is an award-winning Toronto based design consultancy. Managed by partners
and longtime friends Allen Chan, Matt Davis and Anwar Mekhayech, the studio unites architectural, interior
design, industrial design, branding and digital design expertise. They embrace the full spectrum of design
typologies and remain open to innovative ideas, technologies, and new creative design approaches that will
enable them to bring the best solutions forward to their clients.
Ester Bruzkus Architects : Based in Berlin, Ester Bruzkus Architects is an architecture and interior design
firm with international ties. Since its creation, the office has collaborated on a wide variety of projects in
Europe, and focuses mainly on the planning and construction of hotels, offices, stores, restaurants and private
British urban artist luke embden hand-painted the Berlin mural during an artistic residency at Generator

housing, usually in the high-end sector.
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When Generator Hostels was founded in 1995, it had just two properties to its name: a former office building in the Prenzlauer Berg neighbourhood of East Berlin and an old police station in the backstreets
of London’s then seedy King’s Cross. Following an acquisition by real
estate investment firm Patron Capital in 2007, it has become the fast-
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high-Design hostels

A toronto firm refurbishes olD builDings with Design-sAvvy
interiors for An exPAnDing chAin of euroPeAn hostels.
Generator London, UK; Generator Venice, Italy; and Generator Berlin Mitte, Germany
DesignAgency with Orbit Architects (London), Progetto CMR (Venice), Ester Bruzkus Architects (Berlin) and WAF Architects (Berlin)
text Cerys Wilson
Photos Nikolas Koenig unless otherwise noted
Projects

Designers

When Generator Hostels was founded in 1995, it had just two properties to its name: a former office building in the Prenzlauer Berg neighbourhood of East Berlin and an old police station in the backstreets
of London’s then seedy King’s Cross. Following an acquisition by real
estate investment firm Patron Capital in 2007, it has become the fast-

high-Design hostels

est-growing hostel group in Europe, with eight properties open, two
under construction, and a further eight planned for 2015. Unlike the
party hostels of yore, Generator has taken a different tack: luring
mature travellers with its design-conscious brand, centred on memorable interiors crafted by Toronto-based studio DesignAgency.

A toronto firm refurbishes olD builDings with Design-sAvvy
interiors for An exPAnDing chAin of euroPeAn hostels.
Generator London, UK; Generator Venice, Italy; and Generator Berlin Mitte, Germany
DesignAgency with Orbit Architects (London), Progetto CMR (Venice), Ester Bruzkus Architects (Berlin) and WAF Architects (Berlin)
text Cerys Wilson
Photos Nikolas Koenig unless otherwise noted
Projects

Designers

When Generator Hostels was founded in 1995, it had just two properties to its name: a former office building in the Prenzlauer Berg neighbourhood of East Berlin and an old police station in the backstreets
of London’s then seedy King’s Cross. Following an acquisition by real
estate investment firm Patron Capital in 2007, it has become the fast-

est-growing hostel group in Europe, with eight properties open, two
under construction, and a further eight planned for 2015. Unlike the
party hostels of yore, Generator has taken a different tack: luring
mature travellers with its design-conscious brand, centred on memorable interiors crafted by Toronto-based studio DesignAgency.
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GLOBE STYLE ADVISOR
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“THEY HAVE REIMAGINED THE GENRE TO SUCH
A DEGREE – OFFERING NOT ONLY INEXPENSIVE
ROOMS IN DESIRABLE LOCATIONS, BUT ALSO
DYNAMIC COMUNAL SPACES, HIGH-TECH
EVERYTHING, CRAFT COCKTAILS AND NOVEL
DINING - THAT EVERYONE FROM HIP MILLENIALS...TO
BUSINESS TRAVELLERS AND FAMILIES ARE CROSSING
THEIR THRESHOLDS”
GLOBE STYLE ADVISOR
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nikolas koenig
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hostel 2.0
Opposite, from top:
An existing skylight
illuminates the basement
gallery and event space at
Generator Berlin Mitte by
DesignAgency with Ester
Bruzkus Architekten and
WAF Architekten. While a
guest room’s wood-grain
flooring is actually vinyl,
the stools were custommade from reclaimed oak.
Clockwise from top: An
oak platform defines the
library as separate from
the surrounding café.
Color-coded acrylic-painted
murals in guest corridors
are by Thierry Noir. In the
café, Sébastien Preschoux
strung nylon from the
exposed plumbing and
ductwork above the
custom seating covered
in denim or vinyl.

Faces ranging from the full-lipped to the buck-toothed accompany guests down corridors at Generator’s second
Berlin location. These 10-foot-high images are by Thierry Noir, who used to claim entire sections of the Berlin Wall for
his expressive cartoons—forever entwining his artistic vision with the struggle to reunite a divided city. “He’s iconic in
Berlin and around the world,” Anwar Mekhayech explains. Besides being a partner at DesignAgency, Mekhayech is the
creative director of the rapidly expanding Generator hostel chain, and he brought in Ester Bruzkus Architekten and WAF
Architekten to collaborate on interiors for Generator Berlin Mitte. A merger of two 19th-century office buildings, it now
sleeps 552 in 139 rooms that range from singles to eight-person dorms.
Street art is a major component of what Mekhayech calls Generator’s “raw industrial yet warm aesthetic.” The giant
faces appear along the walls in guest corridors
on each of the six levels—in a different bold
color for way-finding purposes. In the breakfast
canteen, a mural of Berlin landmarks from the
Brandenburger Tor to the Alexanderplatz helps
a new guest check them off.
Equally important to Generator’s success
breaking through in a competitive market is design, including collaborations with local talents
such as Ester Bruzkus. On the ground level, she
left the old paint on walls and the new plumbing
and ventilation systems exposed—shocking the
contractors, she says: “They hated it. But then
all the detailing and lighting came in, creating
these amazing layers.” No indecent exposure
after all. —Mairi Beautyman
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LIGHTECTURE

lightecture

Julio 2014
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LIGHT MAGAZINE

lightecture

LIGHT + BUILDING 2014
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www.lightecture.com

LIGHT + BUILDING 2014
Tao Downtown • Fortnum & Mason St Pancras • WGV Casino • Generator London • OMS Stage
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